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0Epi/xeiron IN GREEK JEREMIAH1

ABSTRACT

It is argued here that a reputedly unique Greek word with an allegedly unique
meaning in Greek Jeremiah is neither unique in attestation nor unique
semantically; furthermore it ought not be cited in support of any theory of bi-
sectioning the book.

1. INTRODUCTORY  REMARKS

A seemingly curious word occurs in Greek Jeremiah. It arouses curiosity for
essentially three reasons: (1) the only other Septuagintal book that features it
is 2 Maccabees (15:33), albeit in the plural, while the singular is allegedly not
attested at all in Greek literature apart from Jeremiah; (2) it occurs only in the
so-called second half of Greek Jeremiah (29-51[52]), the half which Henry St.
John Thackeray (1902/3) thought to stem from a second translator (Jer b), but
which Emanuel Tov (1976) in his Harvard dissertation assigned to someone
who revised the Old Greek text (Jer-R); (3) according to Tov's analysis the
singular bears a meaning discontinuous with that of the plural and furthermore
was apparently coined by the revisor (Jer-R) in an attempt to render the
Hebrew more accurately than the translator of the Old Greek had managed to
do. In this paper my focus will be chiefly on the lexicographical aspect of
e0pi/xeiron.

2. TOV'S ANALYSIS

In the third and central chapter2 of his book Tov discusses e0pi/xeiron as item
(4) in his argument that the revisor of the second half of Jeremiah revised the
Old Greek (OG) text to bring it into closer alignment with the Hebrew. The
contrast Tov presents is that between braxi/wn (17:5, 21:5) (= Jer A) and
e0pi/xeiron (29:11[49:10], 31[48]:25, 34:4[27:5] (= Jer-R) as translations of
Hebrew (wrz ('arm'). This contrast is modified, however, by Tov's notation
that braxi/wn as a translation of (wrz is also found in 39(32):17, 21 and Bar

                                                
1 This article is the result of my recent stay in the Department of Ancient Studies at

the University of Stellenbosch, as a research associate  of Prof. Johann Cook. I
thank the South African National Research Fund for financial support.

2 Entitled "Differences Between Jer A' and B' Probably Resulting from Jer-R's
Revisions in Jer B'." (Tov 1976:48-49).
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2:11. Since Bar 1:1-3.8, according to Tov, is included in the work of Jer-R,
the statistics are in fact that braxi/wn appears twice in Jer A (1-28) but three
times within Jer-R3, while e0pi/xeiron also appears three times in Jer-R, but not
at all in Jer A. In explanation of the alleged contrast Tov writes,

Jer-R apparently considered e0pi/xeiron ('that which is above the hand')
a more precise rendition of (rz: than braxi/wn although he left this
rendition twice (sic) unrevised. e0pi/xeiron is not attested elsewhere in
Greek literature . . . and may have been coined by Jer-R (Tov
1976:49).

Further explanation then follows in endnote 30 (p. 83)4:

Because e0pi/xeiron is not attested to in Greek literature, Origen was
unable to explain the meaning of this word. He writes:
"e0pi/xeiron h2 to\ skh~ptron pari/sthsin h2 tou\j u9po\ th\n a0rxh\n h2
tou\j misqwtou/j: e0pi/xeira ga\r o9 misqo/j" . . . . At the end of this
sentence, Origen refers to the plural form of e0pi/xeiron, denoting
'wages'.

Tov's conclusions, if correct, are clearly of interest on at least two levels. If
Jer-R did indeed coin the singular of the word in question and, furthermore,
assigned it a meaning at odds with that of the plural, which is well attested in
Greek literature, even if only once in the Septuagint corpus, he can certainly
be regarded as someone who took a creative approach to his target language.
While at first blush one might compare him to Aquila who is well-known to
have made up Greek words, on occasion, in order to keep his text in lock step
with the Hebrew, Jer-R must be said to have gone a step beyond Aquila on the
Hebrew lexeme in question, since both Aquila and his precursors, as well as
the OG/LXX translators generally, were apparently quite content with
braxi/wn as a rendering of (wrz. Given the semantics of the Greek and
Hebrew terms, such contentment is scarcely surprising. If Jer-R did indeed
introduce e0pi/xeiron into the Greek language with the meaning suggested by
Tov5, should it then be included in a lexicon of the Septuagint with a new

                                                
3 For convenience I include Bar 1:1-3.8 in Tov's Jer-R.
4 The information is said to be based on  Stephanus (1842-47), Ghisler (1623), and

Schleusner (1820-21).
5 On meaning Tov was anticipated by Schleusner  (1820-21:895) who writes:

e0pi/xeiron, in lingua Hellenistica notat manum et manui additum brachium et
humerum.
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meaning, as LEH has in fact done6, especially if one heeds John Lee's
lexicographical strictures? Lee writes,

It is a basic principle of lexicography that in order to establish the
existence of a new sense of a given word incontrovertible
examples of that sense must be found. So long as the word can be
understood in one of its established senses without undue strain, it
ought to be classified under that sense (Lee 1969:234).

Tov's conclusions are perhaps not to be ruled out a priori; yet they clearly
need to be based on sound evidence. One may however wonder what sense it
could make for any native speaker of Greek to coin e0pi/xeiron with the
meaning 'that which is above the hand', hence 'arm', when xei/r in Greek usage
routinely includes the arm. It is furthermore difficult to see how e0pi/xeiron,
which in  any case could refer to the arm  only by extension, might be
considered a more accurate translation of (wrz ('arm') than braxi/wn ('arm'),
the more since both (wrz and braxi/wn in a physiological sense may include
the shoulder and in a metaphorical sense can connote strength.

3. ATTESTATION IN NON-BIBLICAL LITERATURE

Though Tov in his tabulation of evidence duly notes that the critical text of
29:11(49:10) reads e0pi/xeira (i.e. the plural instead of the singular), that fact
seemingly plays no role in his lexicographical determination, in which he
forges a semantic contrast between the singular and the plural. That is to say,
the plural is admitted to mean 'wages' (or some variation thereof), while the
suggested gloss for the singular is 'that which is above the hand'. If such a
contrast does indeed exist, one would seem forced to reduce the alleged three
occurrences of e0pi/xeiron in Jer-R to two, thus limiting the support by one
third. As a result of this reduction, it will have to be stated that within Jer-R
we find three rather than two representations of Hebrew (wrz ('arm'), namely,
braxi/wn ('arm'), e0pi/xeiron ('that which is above the hand'?), e0pi/xeira
('wages').

Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG) has now greatly facilitated a search
of Greek literature. Since the plural form (glossed: 'wages', 'pay', 'reward',
'punishment') is adequately documented in  Liddell-Scott-Jones, the search
can be confined to the singular which, though noted in LSJ as rare, is
nevertheless  said to occur in  Polybius 38.3.2 (II BCE) where it is translated

                                                
6 LEH glosses the singular as 'arm' and the plural as 'reward'.
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as 'help' in the Loeb Classical edition ("For the compassion of others is no
small help [e0pi/xeiron] to those who have suffered undeserved misfortune").
Furthermore, it is used in a scholion on Aeschylus's Seven Against Thebes
1027 in explanation of e0piti/mion ('recompense', 'penalty').7  The Hesychius
Lexicon (V CE) cites a0ntapo/dosij ('repayment', 'reprisal') as equivalent to
e0pi/xeiron (5421), and the Acta Ioannis (II CE) in a passage (52) not
obviously dependent on Greek Jeremiah. Its meaning in the latter is not clear.
Finally, we meet it again in Eustathius's commentary on the Iliad (XII CE).
The context is Asius's foolish deed recounted in Il. 12.110ff. and the meaning
of e0pi/xeiron would seem to be that of 'boon', 'reward', 'pay-back' (to
Idomeneus who killed Asius).

Though the above suggests that the singular of our word was not as
common in Greek usage as the plural, it is nevertheless sufficiently clear that
neither the OG translator of Jeremiah nor a subsequent revisor is likely to
have invented e0pi/xeiron. Granted that on the basis of so few occurrences of
the singular we may not be seeing its full semantic range, there is no reason to
believe a) that its meaning was radically different from that of the plural, and
b) that it was ever a synonym of braxi/wn. In both singular and plural it
evidently denotes that which results from the work of one's hands, and
possibly that which one's hands are engaged in doing. Needless to say, in light
of its etymology (< xei/r), it might be used in paronomasia, as occurs in 2
Macc 15:33. That, however, is literary issue, not one of lexicography.

In sum, if one is to argue for a distinctive, hebraistic meaning of
e0pi/xeiron in Jeremiah one faces a decidedly up-hill battle.

4. ORIGEN'S NOTE

As has been noted already, in support of his contention that e0pi/xeiron in
Greek Jeremiah is unique in Greek literature, Tov make reference to a
fragment of Origen's commentary on Jeremiah, preserved in a catena8. In the
form in  which Tov cites Origen it could possibly indicate  that Origen was
not familiar  with the word.  The Greek text cited earlier  in this paper might
be glossed as: "e0pi/xeiron denotes either 'scepter' or 'those  under rule' or
'those paid a wage', for e0pi/xeira [i.e. the plural] means 'wage'."  However,
neither the critical edition of Origen's fragments nor, consequently, Joseph
Ziegler's Göttingen edition of Jeremiah (re 31:25) reads e0pi/xeiron but
e0pixei/rion instead. That Origen does not quite know what to do with

                                                
7 Interestingly, another scholion gives timwri/a ('punishment') instead.
8 For a critical edition see Klostermann (1901:221 no. xlvi).
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e0pixei/rion is, of course, evident from his note and, in any case, is not
surprising seeing that it is not elsewhere attested in Greek. What is equally
clear,  however,  is that  Origen in the first  instance tries to  equate
e0pixei/rioj with the well attested u9poxei/rioj ('under control of')9. His first
two suggestions make this obvious. This is not surprising since he is
commenting on Jer 31:25, a verse which speaks of the subjection of Moab.

While for the first two glosses Origen focuses on the suffix (-ioj) of the
word he finds in his biblical text (shared, according to Ziegler, by ms V and
Cyril), his third suggestion is based on the prefix (epi-), which then makes
him think of e0pi/xeira 'wage'. The most that can thus be made of Origen's
note in the present context that he was better acquainted with the plural than
with the singular. What cannot be concluded is that Origen was unfamiliar
with e0pi/xeiron and that he thus attests to its absence in Greek generally.

5. 0Epi/xeiron IN JEREMIAH

Since Jer 29:11 (49:10) uses the plural rather than the singular, and since the
meaning of the plural has not been called into question, there need be no
problem with its translation. Accordingly the clause in which it stands  might
be rendered: "the rewards (of the labour) of his brother and neighbour
perished." Since the judgment against  Idumea is at issue in 29:8-23, it  may
be that the  reference is intended  to be to the 'foreigners' (oi9 a0llo/fuloi)  of
vv. 1-7, the people to the west along the coast, in erstwhile Philistia.

The first passage of real interest is 31(48:25, the general context of
which is an oracle against Moab:

katea/xqh ke/raj Mwab, kai\ to\ e0pi/xeiron au0tou= sunetri/bh.
The horn of Moab was broken, and his e0pi/xeiron was crushed.

Though MT has (wrz  as a counterpart for  e0pi/xeiron  and though 'hand'
would  make good sense of the clause10, such an interpretation is not
warranted by the linguistic evidence we have surveyed.  Equally good,
though, would be ‘effort’ or ‘endeavour’, a meaning within the semantic field
of the Greek stem

The second occurrence of our word is in 34(27):3-4:

Ou3twj ei]pe ku/rioj o9 qeo\j Israhl Ou3twj e9rei=te pro\j tou\j
kuri/ouj u9mw~n o3ti  0Egw\ e0poi/hsa th\n gh=n  e0n i0sxu/i mou th=|

                                                
9 See e.g. Jer 49:18 and Bar 2:4.
10 Hence Schleusner's gloss (see above note 5).
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mega/lh| kai\ e0n tw~| e0pixei/rw| mou tw=| u9yhlw=| kai\ dw/sw au0th\n
w{| e0a\n do/ch| e0n o0fqalmoi=j mou.

Thus said the Lord the God of Israel: thus you shall say to your
masters,   'It is I who by my great strength and my lofty
e0pi/xeiron have made the land and I will give it to whomever it
seems good in my eyes.'

The general context is that of a divine oracle received by Jeremiah to put
bonds and collars around his neck, and to return a message to the kings of
Idumea, Moab, Ammon, Tyre and Sidon by envoys who had come to
Hezekiah. The envoys are then charged to deliver a message to their masters.
Again 'arm' as a gloss for e0pi/xeiron could work well though it is by no means
required as a parallel to 'strength'.

Though MT's lengthy plus in this verse  ("and the people and animals
that are on the earth") may well be due to later literary development, there is a
second item that is of interest, namely, the rendering of hy w+ nh
('outstretched') by u9yhlo/v. Tov calls attention to this item in his chapter (IV)
on "Additional Differences Between Jer A' and B' ('Synonymous
Renditions')," since u9yhlo/v as a rendering of the Hebrew participle in
34:4(27:5), 39(32):17, 21 contrasts with e0ktetame/nh (< e0ktei/nw 'stretch out')
in 21:5.  Of interest is, however, that Tov does not attribute u9yhlo/v to Jer-R,
presumably because it cannot be labeled a better translation of hyw+nh than
e0ktetame/nh (if anything, the opposite would seem to be the case). But what is
of even greater interest is that while in 21:5 (=Jer A) the complete phrase is e0n
xeiri\ e0ktetame/nh| (for hyw+n dyb) the phrase in 39:17 and 39:21 (=Jer B) is
tw=| braxi/oni/ sou tw~| u9yhlw~| (for hyw+nh K(rzb) and e0n braxi/oni u9yhlw~|
(for hyw+n (wrz)b) respectively. The latter phrase is repeated in Bar 2:11.
In 34(27):4,  on  the  other hand,  we  find  e0n tw~| e0pixei/rw| mou tw~| u9yhlw~|
(for hyw+nh y(wrzb). But in this verse, according to Tov,  e0pixei/rw| is a
correction toward the Hebrew while u9yhlw~| apparently is not, even though
both contrast with 21:5 and the linguistic claim each makes to being a
Hebraizing correction must be judged to be approximately equal. Of greatest
interest is no doubt that, according to Tov's theory, in a virtually identical
Hebrew phrase Jer-R on three occasions leaves well enough alone but in
34(27):4  he allegedly changes only the head term.  If that constitutes a
(Hebraizing) correction, one cannot help wonder
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what else might pass for the same. Furthermore, if correcting toward the
Hebrew indeed took place what could possibly have been its motivation?

Based on the evidence we have, there is no reason to believe that Greek
Jeremiah, be it Jer-R, Jer B, or just plain Jer, either coined e0pi/xeiron or
assigned it a meaning at serious odds with Greek usage. Nor is it credible that
it constitutes a  correction to the Hebrew applied only 50% of the time,
without credible motivation. To claim that it is  corrective nonetheless
requires a theory of revision to begin with, which then results in a completely
circular argument. What one can say with virtual certainty is that the one thing
e0pi/xeiron does not mean is 'arm'. Evidently in the two passages where it
occurs, as well as in one passage with the plural, the translator opted for a
more abstract concept than braxi/wn could provide. The precise reason for
such differentiation may not be obvious, but it occurs throughout Greek
Jeremiah, both between the so-called two halves, as well as within them.

6. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, how might the singular be translated in 31(48):25 and
34(27):4? I would suggest to read it in light of its cognates, common to all of
which is the notion of 'undertaking/ endeavour/ effort/ attempt'11.The clauses
in question should then be rendered as ("The horn of Moab was broken,) and
his effort was crushed," and "It is I who by my great strength and my lofty
endeavour have made the land", etc.

In my judgment e0pi/xeiron cannot be marshalled in support of Tov's
theory of a hebraizing revision for Greek Jeremiah,  nor should it be cited with
a meaning at odds with its plural and unique in Greek literature.
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